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INTRODUCTION 
The authentic understanding of the Cross of Christ, as is 
reflected in the teaching of His Holiness, Pope John Paul II, is 
much more than a mere system of thought or study of abstrac-
tions; much less is it an individual' s personal opinion or 
hypothesis. It is an aperture through which we are enabled to ar-
rive at a deeper understanding of the Son of God. Through Him 
we are consequendy enabled to know the Father who sent Him, 
and the Holy Spirit who was sent as the result of the Son's 
departure via the Cross 1. As we deepen our knowledge of J esus 
Christ, trueGod and true Man, we at once deepen our 
knowledge of the divine nature as well as our own mysterious 
human nature. In coming to better know the tri une God we are 
consequendy enabled to love Him likewise more completely. The 
same can be said with respect to our humanity: as we come to 
understand our sublime nature better, the more we are enabled to 
love our neighbor as our self (Lev 19: 1; Mt 22: 39; Mk 12: 31; Lk 
10: 29-37; Jas 2: 8). Christ alone is our aperture to both divinity 
and humanity. 
The Holy Father, clearly reflecting the light of traditional 
doctrine, most notably that of the Second Vatican Council, has 
given us a presentation of the true teaching of the Cross. The 
theme is of crucial importance as the Church approaches Her se-
cond millenium. This is because it is the quintessential message of 
hope, a · hope that the Church herself, as well as aH mankind, is 
in dire need of in today' s suffering world. 
The Cross is the one truly demonstrable reason the Word 
became flesh and dwelt among us Qn 1: 14)2. The Cross is in-
deed the crossroads where all roads converge. It is the one place 
toward which the sons of Adam can look with confidence if they 
do not know God nor themselves; if they know not the meaning 
of their life, their pain, nor their death. 
The Cross's message of hope, the message of John Paul II, 
speaks to us of a Father who is manifested to us as merciful love 
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in the Person of His only Son crucified. Our hope is in the Lord 
who made heaven and earth, and we shall never hope in vain, for 
this merciful Lord wills that not one of these litde ones should 
ever be lost who believe in the Son crucified and risen. 
The crucifixion of the Son of God is likewise the perfect af-
firmation of the truth, because the Truth himself, He who is true 
God and true Man, accomplished it, and because the truth is 
nothing other than humility as Sto Teresa of Avila often said. 
This humility manifested itself perfecdy when Jesus though 
he was in the lorm 01 God, did not count equality with God a thing 
to be graspedat, but emptied himself, taking the lorm 01 a slave, be· 
ing boro in the likeness 01 meno And being lound in human lorm 
he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even death on 
a cross (Phil 2: 6-8). 
The schema which we have used seeks to reflect the prin-
cipal facets of the teaching of the Cross found in John Paul lI's 
magisterium from its inception through the end of 1992. The Ho-
ly Father's Trinitarian Trilogy of Dives in misericordia, Redemptor 
hominis, and Dominum et vivificantem constitutes a major part of 
his teaching with respect to the truth of Redemption, and, hence, 
of this work as well. The specific Redemption oriented themes 
which the Holy Father has written quite at length about, such as 
the meaning 01 Christian suffering, the Mother 01 the Redeemer, the 
pain 01 God -which we see especially in Dominum et 
vivificantem- and the sacrificial dimension of the priesthood have 
contributed significandy to the determination of the schema of 
this work. 
The true teaching of the Cross -the heart of the Paschal 
mystery- is at the heart of authentic Christian theology. If 
Redemption can be said to reside at the height of divine Revela-
tion, the Cross surely is situated solidly and triumphandy at the 
summit of the theology of Redemption. If the Eucharist is in ef-
fect the source, the center, and the summit 01 Christian lije, as the 
Council clearly timght, then surely the Cross is of major impor-
tance since it is at the very core of the Eucharistic mystery. The 
Cross speaks of the life and mission of Jesus Christ, and his 
Church with which He is one. The Cross was His destiny when 
He entered time and space and it is His legacy to the Church and 
each of her members individually. 
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The teaching of the Cross necessarily implies the reality that 
God is one: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Wherever one of the 
three divine Persons is found, there must be the other two as 
we1l 3• The work of the Cross is surely a trinitarian work, the 
veritable epiphany of the tri une God. It is true that the Son alone 
experienced death through His human nature on the Cross, but 
the reality of circumincession or the divine perichoresis cannot be 
dismissed as non-existent or non-operative at that time. The Lord 
says, 1 am in the Father, and the Father is in me On 14: 10); 
likewise, Whatsoever the Father does these also the Son does O n 5: 
19); and, The Father who abides in me, He does the same works On 
14: 10). Neither can the Son be abandoned absolutely speaking, 
for... He who sent me is with me; he has not left me alone, for 1 
always do what is pleasing to him On 8: 29). Hence, the Father 
and the Holy Spirit are intimately involved m all that the Lord 
Jesus Christ is and or does. 
As the Holy Father teaches, what we see displayed on the 
Cross in the Person of the Victim of Calvary is the love of the 
Father which is transported on the wings of that Wind who is 
the Holy Spirit. Love personified, the same Holy Spirit, is the fire 
which consumes the Victim of the Cross: the L¡lmb of God. As 
the Successor of Peter teaches, The Old Testament on several oeea· 
sions speaks of fire from heaven whieh burnt the oblations presented 
by men (e! Lev 9: 24; 1 Kgs 18: 38; 2 Chron 7: 1). By analogy one 
can say that the Holy Spirit is the fire from heaven whieh works in 
the depth of the mystery of the Cross. Proeeeding from the Father, He 
direets towards the Father the saerifiee of the Son, bringing it into 
the divine reality of the trinitarian eommunion 4. 
Although the Cross speaks necessarily of sin and its conse-
quences -pain and death- indeed, even including the very pain 
of God, it is nonetheless the manifestation of victory and glory, 
joy and liberation. As the Holy Father teaches, If sin eaused suffer· 
ing, now the pain of God in Christ erueified aequires through the 
Holy Spirit its full human expression. Thus, there is a paradoxieal 
mystery of love: in Christ there suffers a God who has been rejeeted 
by his own ereature: «They do not believe in me!» but, at the same 
time, from the depth of this suffering -and indireetly from the depth 
of the very sin «of not having believed»- the Spirit draws forth a 
new measure of the gift made to man and to creation from the 
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beginning. In the depth 01 the mystery 01 the Cross, love is at work, 
that love which brings man back again to participa te in the lije that 
is God himself'. 
Almost agonizingly, a human person longs to know himself: 
W'ho am I? From where do 1 come? W'here am 1 bound? W'hat is 
the meaning 01 lije, 01 death, 01 pain and suffering? As the Council 
teaches, Man will ever be anxious to know, if only in a vague way, 
what is the meaning 01 his lije, his activity, and his death. The very 
presence 01 the Church recalls these problems to mind. The most 
perfect answer to these questionings is to be lound in God alone, who 
created man in his own image and redeemed him Irom sin; and this 
answer is given in the revelation in Christ his Son who became 
mano W'hoever lollows Christ the perfect man beco mes himself more 
01 a man 6• 
Love in all of its stark reality is displayed on the Cross. 
Without any question the inspired words of Sacred Scripture app-
ly, Stern as death is love, relentless as the netherworld is devotion. 
Deep waters cannot quench love nor floods sweep it away (Song 8: 
6-7). 
John Paul U's teaching reflects the authentic message of the 
Cross. It is a message which is at times paradoxical and always 
mysterious; and truth being symphonic, the rhapsody of the Cross 
is the enchanting melody of merciful love which animates the en-
tire symphony of God's trinitarian and eternal design for His 
creation. 
NOTES 
1. JOHN PAUL II, Encyclical Dominum et vivificantem, 24. 
2. Cf. S. THOMAS, Summa Theologiae, III, 1,2 ad 3; d. Catechism 01 the 
Catholic Church, 517. 
3. Cf. Denzinger·Schonmetzer 1330-1332. 
4. JOHN PAUL II, Encyclical Dominum et vivificantem, 41. 
5. lbidem. 
6. V A TICAN II, Gaudium et spes, 10. 
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THE CROSS AND THE MYSTERY 
OF HUMAN SUFFERING 
1. THE NATURE OF HUMAN SUFFERING 
a) The Primordial Origins 
One of the questions which has constantly occupied the 
thinking man throughout the ages has been the Why? of evil-the 
why of pain, suffering, and death. It has troubled the average man 
as well as philosophers and sages throughout the centuries. Where 
does evil come from? In the course of his painful search for the 
true God Sto Augustine exclaimed, Quaerebam unde malum et non 
erat exitus (1 searched lor the origin 01 evil and 1 did not find a 
solution). Augustine learned, as all must, that the mystery of ini-
quity (d. 2 Thes 2: 7) can be illuminated only by the light of the 
mystery of God's infinite merciful love, the mystery of our Faith 
(1 Tm 3: 16) l. 
The question of evil is something one cannot be cavalier 
about in attempting to answer, for it concerns the most profound 
depths of the human persono It is, in effect, sacred ground. As 
John Paul says, Suffering seems to belong to man's transcendence: it 
is one 01 those points in which man is in a certain sense destined 
to go beyond himself, and he is called to this in a mysterious way 2. 
It is impossible to gain insight into the matter of evil -pain, 
suffering, and death- without making sorne reference to sin. The 
worst evil is moral evi1 3• Because of it we know that all creation 
groans and is in agony even until now (d. Rom 8: 22). 
In essence sin is disobedience. In the words of John Paul 11: 
«Disobedience» means precisely going beyond that limit, which re· 
mains impassible to the will and the Ireedom 01 man as a created 
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being. For Cod the Creator is the one definitive source 01 the moral 
order in the world created by him. Man cannot decide by himself 
what is good and what is evil-cannot «know good and evil, like 
Cod.» 4. 
A world that searches solely in the order of effects for the 
solutions to the myriad of perplexing questions that surround the 
various evils which plague mankind engages in a fundamentally 
futile exercise. T rue answers are to be found only in the order of 
causes; the order of effects is the order of symptoms, and treating 
symptoms rarely cures the underlying disease. T o loo k any place 
other than man's wounded nature, his sin, for the answers to the 
Why of evil is to guarantee failure in finding the answers to these 
questions. The Holy Father asserts that Reconciliation cannot be 
less prolound than the division itself. The longing lor reconciliation, 
and reconciliation itself, will be complete and effective only to the ex-
tent that they reach -in order to heal it- that original wound 
which is the root 01 all other wounds: namely, sin 5. 
b) Personal Disorder the Cause 01 All Disorder 
The widespread appearance of famine, deadly and new 
diseases, wars breaking out over the globe with ever-greater fre-
quency; all of these evils, this corporate and world-wide dis-
integration, has its genesis in that dis-integration at work inside of 
individual human persons. As the Holy Father teaches: However 
disturbing these divisions may seem at first sight, it is only by a 
carelul examination that one can detect their root: it is to be lound 
in a wound in man 's inmost self. In the light ollaith, we call it 
sin: beginning with original sin, which all 01 us bear from birth as 
an inheritance Irom our first parents, to the sin which each one 01 
us commits when we abuse our own Ireedom 6. 
The world groans and suffers under the weight of this load 
of disunity, suffering, and death, trying to correct the myriad of 
evils which so plague · mankind. Conferences and discussions, 
workshops and debates, social plans for renewal, economic 
recovery plans, etc., etc., prove ultimately to be quick fixes that 
treat symptoms rather than causes, hence they are in the long-run 
of litde, if any, avail. Pain-killers do not cure cancer, the underly-
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ing cause must be addressed. It is no different for the moral 
disease which afflicts that essentially moral being who is mano The 
moral genesis of all evil must be dealt with-we must deal with sin. 
As the successor of Peter once again astutely asserts: Recon-
ciliation cannot be less prolound than the division itself The longing 
lor reconciliation, and reconciliation itself, wil! be complete and effec-
tive only to the extent that they reach -in order to heal it- that 
original wound which is the root 01 al! other wounds: namely, sin 7. 
c) The Greater Evil: Moral Evil 
All of created being admits of degrees. Only the uncreated, 
absolute, and perfect God admits of no degrees. We say that 
things are good, better, and best, bad, worse, and the worst. This 
mode of expression manifests what common sense tells us about 
the world around uso Sorne evils are worse than others; sorne pain 
worse than other pain, etc. As we have stated previously, the 
worst evils are moral in nature. Moral evil is incomparabiy worse 
than physical evil 8• Israel experienced this in a mysterious way, 
lamenting her ills, which were always linked to sin and evi1 9• It 
was through moral evil that all evil entered the universe, for in 
the beginning God created everything and declared it to be good, 
and even very good (Gen 1 passim). Hence, the worst evil is moral 
evil--sin; and sin, which is essentially pride issuing in disobedience, 
is the diametric opposite of the obedience of Jesus unto the Cross 
which effected salvation (d. Phil 2: 6-9) 10. 
When we loo k into this realm of moral evil we are 
ultimately able to see that the worst moral evil in the order of 
causes is sin, which resulted in the crucifixion of God's only Son; 
while in the order of effects, the definitive evil is the loss of eter-
nal life: damnation, hell, as John Paul teaches: Man «perishes» when 
he loses «eternal lije». The opposite 01 salvation is not, therelore, only 
temporal suffering, any kind 01 suffering, but the definitive suffering: 
the loss 01 eternal lije, being rejected by God--damnation 11. 
At this point we come into direct contact with the absolute-
ly essential and pivotal point in coming to an understanding of 
the person and mission of Jesus Christ. The very name -jesus-
reveals the mystery. Jesus, God saves l2 , entered time and space in 
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the Incarnation for purposes of effecting Redemption 13. There 
are sorne who ask redemption Irom What? Once again, if one 
hasn't made an error in the beginning, the reply is to redeem us 
Irom sin, Satan, and death. Deny original sin and personal sin and 
we make the fatal error of attempting to divide or fracture the 
perfectly univocal Truth. Jesus Christ carne to save us from sin, 
that lie which separates us from God our Father. For God so lov-
ed the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him 
should not perish but have eternal lije Un 3: 16). Here we make 
contact with the heart of the matter, as the Holy Father expresses 
it: These words spoken by Christ in His conversation with 
Nicodemus, introduce us into the very heart 01 God's salvific work. 
They also express the very essence 01 Christian soteriology, that is, 01 
the theology 01 salvation. Salvation means liberation from evil, and 
for this reason it is closely bound up with the problem of suffer-
ing [emphasis author'sjt4. 
d) The Definitive Evil is Eternal · Damnation 
It is imperative that one understand that the definitive evil 
is eternal damnation, the loss of God for all eternity, the failure 
to achieve our supernatural end. This is the one truly definitive 
and absolute failure in a human life; this is what it really means 
to be an unrealized person; this is the absolute identity crisis -to 
fail to be what we are created to be. Man's one true end is 
supernatural- to be eternally one with the Father through the 
Son in the power of the Holy Spirit of love and truth 15. If a 
man does not achieve this, if he does not tend toward this, suffer-
ing is the predictable result-both now and, if not rectified in this 
life through repentance, forever. 
It is of this truth that J ohn Paul teaches, The only-begotten 
Son was given to humanity primarily to protect man against this 
definitive evil and against «definitive suffering.» In His salvific mis-
sion, the Son must therelore strike evil right at its transcendental 
roots from which it develops in human history. These transcendental 
roots 01 evil are grounded in sin and death: lor they are at the basis 
01 the loss 01 eternal lije. The mission 01 the only-begotten Son con-
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sists in «conquering sin and death.» He conquers sin by His obedience 
unto death, and He overcomes death by His resurrection 16. 
Eternal Truth, He who is the way, the truth, and the lifo (d. 
Jn 14: 6), carne to destroy the lie which leads to death and the 
kingdom of the author of that lie, the lather 01 lies and murderer 
from the beginning (d. Jn 8: 44). AH suffering is seen to be very 
smaH when compared to the absolute and definitive suffering of 
the eternal loss of God. This is what the Father 01 mercies and 
Cod 01 all consolation wished to save his wayward children from; 
this is the work of the God who so loved the world that he gave 
his only Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but 
have eternal lifo On 3: 16). In this we begin to see unfold the 
answer to the mysterious question of the Why? of human suf-
fering. 
2. THE DEFINITIVE ANSWER TO THE «WHY?» OF SUFFERING IS 
FOUND ONLY IN LOVE 
a) Jesus Christ Illuminates the Mystery 01 Suffering 
The definitive answer to the Why? of human suffering is 
found only in Jesus Christ. Whether we wish to learn about God 
or about humanity we have only one ultimate place to look -Jesus 
Christ. In the salvific work of Christ- a work of the Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit--man finds the answer to the question that 
has plagued him from the beginning when evil entered Eden. As 
the Holy Father teaches, the answer to the perplexing question of 
human suffering is found in the Cross of Christ; it is the mystery 
of divine love revealed on the Cross which illumines the dark 
mystery of human suffering 17. 
Contemporary man is afraid of both love and suffering. If 
he could bring himself to love -Gospel love- then he could 
bring himself to suffer without great fear. The true meaning of 
love which we find in Christ the Lord has to do with self-
sacrifice, going out of oneself in order to effect the highest and 
best good for the sake of the beloved. We see this when we 
meditate on a crucifix; the mystery of the Cross reveals love to 
uso It is the love of God which we see behind the mystery of 
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redemptive suffering. When man comes to realize that he is caBed 
to participate in this great mystery of Redemption in Christ, then 
love will take the sting out of suffering, its ultimate cause which 
is sin, and its wages (d. Rom 6: 23) which is death. For, Death 
is swallowed up in victory. O death, where is your sting? The sting 
01 death is sin ... (d. 1 Cor 15: 55-56)18. 
b) The Only True «Liberation» 15 From Sin, Satan, and Death 
We believe that the one and only true liberation which the 
Church ultimately teaches and lives is liberation from sin, Satan, 
and death. The liberation which Christ carne to proclaim and to 
effect through the power of the Redemption is not a political 
one 19. This is what the Jewish people were mistakenly waiting 
for: a messiah who would liberate them from Roman domination 
and the slavery of an oppressive political regime. 
The Messiah had very litde to say about the political and 
social situation of his people, and this regardless of Roman op-
pression. He makes it abundandy clear that He has no interest in 
being a political Messiah--a liberator from Roman tyranny. Jesus 
carne to give us freedom from the sins which had enslaved us, 
freedom from eternal death (a consequence of these sins), and 
freedom from the dominion of Satan, the lather 01 lies and 
murderer Irom the beginning (d. Jn 8: 44). The Ireedom brought by 
Christ through the Holy Spirit has restored to us the capacity, 01 
which sin had deprived us, 01 loving Cod above all and 01 remain-
ing in contact with him 20. 
It seems that after almost 2.000 years sorne people, often 
those who should know better, continue to insist on recycling the 
same errors. The liberation of Christ, the Conqueror, is an in-
terior liberation which frees the human person from that which 
truly enslaves him-sin 21. In striking off the shackles of sin, our 
slavery to the author of sin, Satan, is likewise ended, recalling to 
us the words of Truth proclaimed to Cain: .. . sin is a demon lurk-
ing at the door: his urge is toward you, yet you can be his master 
(Gen 4: 7). Christ, the Liberator, frees us from this cruel master 
of sin and death, making us masters in Him over sin, Satan, and 
death. Through this liberation we are, thus, no longer heirs to the 
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inevitable legacy of sin-death (d. Rom 6: 23). Jesus himself taught 
this to the Jews when He told them that if they lived accord-
ing to His teaching they would be free because the truth -He 
and His teaching, which are one- would set them free (d. J n 
8: 31-32). We recall that the authentic Church and Christ are 
one (cE- Acts 9: 4-5), and whoever hears you hears Me (Lk 10: 16). 
Saul of T arsus learned this on the road to Damascus and it chang-
ed his lije and filled his doctrine, as Igino Giordani has expressed 
it 22. 
This true freedom allows man to live the transcendence of 
his being over the world. It is Christ, the Truth (d. Jn 14: 6), 
who makes us free, and by living according to his teaching we are 
liberated from evil: If you live according to my teaching, you are 
truly my disciples; then you will know the truth, and the truth will 
set you free Qn 8: 31-32). If the Son makes you free, you will be free 
indeed Qn 8: 36). The Son, through His liberating sacrifice of the 
Cross, enables his Spirit to come 23, and Where the Spirit of the 
Lord is, there is freedom (2 Cor 3: 17). As John Paul tells us, To 
be set free from injustice, fear, constraint and suffering would be. 
useless if we were to remain slaves in the depths of our hearts, slaves 
to sin. To be truly free, man must be liberated from this slavery and 
transformed into a new creature. The radical freedom of man thus 
lies at the deepest level, the level of openness to God by conversion 
of heart, for it is in man 's heart that the roots of every form of sub-
jection, every violation of freedom, are found 24• 
Ideologies (not theology, properly called) such as liberation 
theology, which present themselves as a reinterpretation of the 
Christian and Christianity 25, do not reflect revealed Truth, nor 
are they authentic vehicles for the self-communication of He who 
is Truth. Immutable Truth can be more and more deeply delved 
into throughout the ages; we can broaden and deepen our 
understanding of that unchangeable Truth, but the Truth itself 
cannot change, and any reinterpretation must always remain inside 
the essential circumscription of that Truth. The Church can never 
preach, teach, or interpret the one Truth essentially differently 
from the way the Truth Himself did it. Again, By His salvific 
work, the only-begotten Son libera tes man from sin and death 26• 
This is the one liberation which concerns Christ and His Church. 
AH others are deceptions, impostors to the throne. 
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c) Crucified Love 1s True Love 
It is through the mystery of crucified love that God showed 
that He so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever 
believes in him should not perish but have eternal lifo On. 3: 16). 
It is, as J ohn Paul teaches, precisely by means of this suffering He 
must bring it about «that man should not perish, but have eternal 
lifo.» Precisely by means of His cross He must strike at the roots of 
evil, planted in the history of man and in human souls. Precisely by 
means of His cross He must accomplish the work of salvation. Ibis 
work, in the plan of eternal Love, has a redemptive character ... 
Christ goes toward His own su./Jering, aware of its saving 
power; He goes forward in obedience to the Father, but primarily He 
is united to the Father in this love with which He has loved the 
world and man in the world. And for this reason Sto Paul will wnte 
of Christ: «He loved me and gave himself for me» (Gal 2: 20)27. 
Love, evangelically speaking, is the most important word in 
human language, and not coincidentally it is the most 
misunderstood and misused word of our times. The spirit of the 
world has succeeded in trivializing, at times even profaning, a 
most noble word and the profoundly noble reality behind it. True 
love carries with it a cost; it is not cheap. One who truly loves 
is truly willing to pay a price for the sake of the beloved. One 
who truly loves is committed when times are easy or when times 
are not so easy. As the express ion of the marriage vows has it: 
in good times and in bad, in sickness and in health, for poor or for 
rich, until death do we parto Love, true love, implies radical com-
mitment. We live in an age where Gospel love, the love of Christ 
(Gr. agape), is found wanting very often. The failure of marriages 
in contemporary society (more than 50% divorce rate in the 
United States for Catholic and non-Catholic alike by sorne 
estimates) and the large number of defections from both religious 
life and the priesthood seen in the past twenty-five or so years 
often reveal this failure of true love. In order to love we must be 
willing to sacrifice, to suffer if necessary. Crucified love is proven 
love, tried love, real love. Perfect love indeed casts out all fear (d. 
1 Jn 4: 18)-the fear of any and all forms of suffering and even the 
fear of death itself. The fear of any form of discomfort and suffer-
ing, any sacrifice, is afear of true love; it is representative of our 
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contemporary paganismo This contemporary paganism is characteriz-
ed by the search for material well-being at any cost... and the fear, 
genuine panic of anything that could cause suffering. With this 
outlook, words such as God, sin, cross, mortification, eternal lije ... 
become incomprehensible 28. 
Jesus Christ, the Redeemer of Man, performed the great 
work of divine alchemy, converting the base metal of suffering in-
to the gold of redemptive love. The great Christian revolution has 
been to convert pain into fruitful suffering and so to tum a bad 
thing into something good. We have deprived the devil of this 
weapon; and with it · we can conquer etemity 29. A radical change 
transforms the worst element of human existence into the poten-
tially greatest if man would live the love of Christ. In the Cross 
of Christ not only is the Redemption accomplished through suffering, 
but also human suffering itself is redeemed 30• 
Without sacrifice love is empty; it is merely a word lacking 
the reality to fill it and give it life 31. Sto Paul knew of those 
who were enemies of the Cross of Christ (Phil 3: 18), those for 
whom sensory pleasures became their godo True faith enables us 
to understand that alife without sacrifice, alife without the 
Cross, can encounter no true love and experience no joy because 
of that. The Cross is the living book in which we leam definitively 
who we are and how we ought to behave_ This book is always open 
before us 32. 
d) Becoming True Children of the Heavenly Father 
Through His salvific suffering, through the Cross, the Son 
manifests the heart and mind of the Father who is merciful 
love 33, a heart and a mind which are the divine love and truth-
the Good and the True from which all that is good and true 
derives its very existence. Jesus, being the image of the invisible 
God (d. 2 Cor 4: 4; Col 1: 15) and the reflection of the Father's 
glory, the exact representation of the Father's being (Heb 1: 3) is at 
the same time the one whose image the faithful were to share, as 
the Holy Spirit tells us: predestined to share the image of His [God's} 
Son, that the Son might be the first-bom of many brothers (Rom 8: 
29). For, just as we resemble the man from earth [Adam}, so shall 
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we bear the likeness of the man from heaven Uesus] (1 Coro 15: 
49)34. And when we live in the glorious freedom 01 the children 01 
God (Rom 8: 21) we are filled with and animated by God's own 
Spirit, for the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit 01 the Lord 
is, there is Ireedom (2 Cor 3: 17) 35. It is this Spirit, the Divine 
Artist, who is sculpting us into Christ, and all 01 us, gazing on the 
Lord's glory with unveiled faces, are being transformed from glory to 
glory into his very image by the Lord who is the Spirit (2 Cor 3: 
18). This is the greatest proof of the Father's love: that He wills 
all of His adopted children to be one with His only-begotten Son 
by the power of the Spirit, so that God can be all in all. This 
IS what it mean s to be fully human and fuHy free. 
Jesus Christ, true God and true Man, is many things, but 
more than anything He is the Cod who saves. This is what He 
entered time and space for; it is the very meaning of His name. 
It is the quintessential case of a name which is a positive hypostasis 
01 the power olwhoever the name belongs to. It represents a being, 
exteriorizes it, and makes its activity present 36• This is the essence 
of Jesus Christ, true God and true man, who reflects the Father's 
own mind and will. This is love, true self-sacrificing love. 
The old saying like lather, like son takes on its fullest mean-
ing here. It does not end with Jesus' temporal life, however. It is 
carried on throughout time by the Church, and by each and 
every member of the Church. Each single member of the Church 
is called to be, in the way proper to their state of life, priest, pro-
phet, and king 37; in other words, aH are called to be the living 
presence of Christ in the world. Holiness of life, to a large part 
achieved by bearing the Cross with Christ, is a most necessary 
and essential part of being Christ, as the Second Vatican Council 
teaches 38• 
Children must have a mother and the Lord willed that the 
children of grace have one too. It was from the Cross that all of 
the Father's children were richly endowed with a Mother, she 
who is the Mother of God. Through this common Mother all of 
the children are brought into the Father's house as a result of her 
intimate share in her Son's redemptive sacrifice. As John Paul 
reflects, the divine Redeemer wishes to penetrate the soul 01 every 
sufferer [every human beingJ through the heart 01 his holy Mother, the 
first and most exalted 01 all the redeemed. As though by a continua· 
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tion 01 that motherhood which by the power 01 the Holy Spirit had 
given him lije, the dying Christ conlerred upon the ever Virgin Mary 
a new kind 01 motherhood--spiritual and universal-towards all human 
beings, so that every individual... might remain united with Him un-
to the Cross, and so that every lorm 01 suffering, given Iresh lije by 
the power 01 the Cross, should beco me no longer the weakness 01 
man but the power 01 Cod 39. 
In order to be these true children of the heavenly Father, 
true children of the Mother who was faithful unto the Cross, true 
brothers of the Crucified -in order to participate in this perfec-
tion of love which is personal holiness- the Christian must em-
brace the Cross, for to do so is to embrace the life of Christ and 
His redemptive mission, of which each person has his unique, 
precious, and unrepeatable part to play. 
e) The True Children Participate in the Paschal Mystery 
In order to be Christ, in order to be holy, as we have said, 
lt lS necessary to participate in the redemptive work of Christ. 
The Redemption was accomplished through the Cross 01 Christ, that 
is, through His suffering 40• Man, every man, is called to take up 
his cross (d. Mt 10: 38, 16: 24; Mk 8: 34, 10: 21; Lk 9: 23, 14: 
27) and to follow the One who went from the suffering of Good 
Friday to the glory of Easter Sunday first. Redemptive suffering 
and death are the door that leads to eternal glory. The disciple is 
not above his master (Mt 10: 24; Lk 6: 40), and so must participate 
in the works of the Master, as the Second Vatican Council 
teaches 41. 
The work of the Apostolate, which is every Christian's con-
cern, is principally the participation in, and application of, the 
power of the Paschal mystery. The Apostolate has its counterpart in 
heaven. On Cod's part, it is a Kingdom; on earth, man's part is to 
suffer. In a certain sense, the measure 01 the Apostolate, given any 
man, is in equal measure to the suffering it occasions. Better still, the 
Apostolate is camed out both by teaching and suffering; the latter 
completes and confirms the lormer just as Jesus concluded His 
evangelization with His death on the Cross. Paul leamed this also at 
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the moment his vocation was made known to him; and lor this 
cause the persecutor became the persecuted 42. 
The true ehildren, like the only-begotten Son, must earry 
out the mission of the Son, thus manifesting the Father's mereiful 
love to ereation. In order to do this they must enter into the 
Pasehal mystery with all their heart and mind and strength. T o 
do so is the aeidtest of authentieity. Those who are the true 
ehildren of the heavenly Father are marked with His love, a love 
whieh drives them on to the Cross, to alife of total self-saerifiee 
unto the glory of God in the salvation of their brothers and 
sisters in Christ. 
f} Christian Suffering: Love, Merey, and Justice 
When the Christian participates in the suffering. of Christ 
through partieipation in human suffering, he partieipates in the 
love of God, the merey of God, and the justiee of God aH at the 
same time. For, it isreaHy impossible to separate love, merey, and 
justiee in God 43. The terms may admit of logieal distinetions, 
but in faet they form a unity. Again, the oneness of Truth is 
manifest. Sin offends the objeetive order of justiee and this blow 
against the order in the universe demands satisfaetion 44. 
Justiee eannot be examined, nor praetieed, in a vaeuum. 
Justiee flows from love and is eonditioned by merey. Justiee, mer-
ey and love, like the True, the Good, and Existenee or Being 
itself, are a oneness. As John Paul says, the experience 01 the past 
and 01 our own time demonstrates that justice alone is not enough, 
that it can even lead to the negation and destruction 01 itself, if that 
deeper power, which is love, is not allowed to shape human lifo in 
its various dimensions 45. 
The neeessary eonsequenee of sin is suffering; not neeessarily 
that the individual who suffers is guilty directly of sin and 
deserves what he suffers, as we see fro~' the example of Job, and 
Jesus himself, but the universe cries out to have its order restored 
and this the Creator insures. Sometimes -very often- the inno-
cent suffer in order to reintegrate the wounded children of God 
and bring them baek into union with their Creator and Father. 
This is what the Redeemer does, and so too those who participate 
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in His redemptive mission. Justiee is mereifuL It flows from love 
and is animated by love in God. It serves more than anything a 
pedagogieal purpose, as well as being a way of rebuilding goodness 
in the subjeet, as the Holy Father teaehes 46. 
g) 1he Pedagogical and Reconstructive Power 01 Suffering 
When aman partieipates in the redemptive suffering of 
Christ he is first of all rebuilt in goodness; this enables him to 
then be a ehannel for God' s graee, whieh in turn effects this 
rebuilding process in the other members of the Body of Christ, 
who he is one with in a mystieal way through the power of the 
Holy Spirit. The story of the Prodigal Son is a classie example 
from Saered Seripture of this rebuilding proeess. The father knew 
that there was goodness in his son, and he rejoieed beeause of the 
salvation of that goodness. The squandering of his material in-
heritanee is of small eonsequenee in eomparison to the preserva-
tion and restoration of his human dignity. The son, for his part, 
through the suffering he experieneed in losing not only the 
material inheritanee, but, most of all, his dignity as his father' s 
son, was brought to repentanee. As J ohn Paul states it: 1hrough 
the complex material situation in which the prodigal son lound 
himself because 01 his lolly, because 01 sin, the sense 01 lost dignity 
had matured... at the center 01 the prodigal son 's consciousness, the 
sense 01 lost dignity is emerging, the sense 01 that dignity that springs 
from the relationship 01 the sonwith the fother 47• 
Every man who experienees the separation from his Father's 
house through the evil of sin is ealled to repentanee, to the 
re building of goodness in himself. There is always merey in God's 
justiee, for in the Trinity all flows from love. 
The more pure the one who suffers, the more God's redempti-
ve power flows through him. Christ, perfectly innocent, perfectly 
holy, is the Priest and Victim who offers and suffers through every 
member of His Mystical Body, the Church. As the person is purifi-
ed through various penances and sufferings, as he is refined as silver 
is refined (d. Zec 13: 9) he beeomes more like Christ. He decreases 
so that Jesus might increase (d Jn 3: 30). This proeess is axiomatic 
for the authentic Christian life to flourish. 
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h) Yo Run Prom the Cross Is Yo Run Prom Lije 
For this reason the headlong flight from penance and any 
form of generosity in suffering is in itself an evil. The Christian 
who does not take the precept of penance -which includes the 
acceptance of suffering- seriously, hurts himself and the Church 
by failing to be Christ in this essential way. T o flee the Cross is 
to flee Christ, our only hopeo U pon the occasion of his fiftieth 
anniversary of episcopal consecration Pope Leo XIII gave the 
universal Church his Encyclical Laetitiae sanctae (September 8, 
1893), which emphasized the need for a spirit of penance and love 
of the cross in daily life 48. 
The Church's contemporary document on penitence likewise 
reflects her traditional belief in the need for this elemental and 
essential Christian virtue which carries with it the power of the 
Cross 49 • 
T o participate in suffering willingly is to participate in love 
willingly. The love of God overcomes the evil of sin and death. 
This is the definitive answer to the W'l:1y? of suffering. Christ gives 
the answer to the question about suffering and the meaning 01 suffer-
ing not only by His teaching, that is, the Good News, but most 01 
al! by His own suffering, which is integrated with this teaching 01 the 
Good News in an organic and indissoluble way. And this is the 
final, definitive word 01 this teaching: «the word 01 the cross,» as Sto 
Paul one day wil! say ... 
The words 01 that prayer 01 Christ in Gethsemane prove «the 
truth ollove through the truth 01 suffering.» 50. 
Through the Cross the Truth of God and the Love of God 
are manifested as one. The fragmentation in the universe 
precipitated by sin is reintegrated through the Cross. The vertical 
dimension of man's relationship with God is healed so that the 
horizontal dimension of man's relationship with his fellow man 
and all of creation might then be healed. Indeed, the vertical and 
the horizontal cross only in the Cross ofChrist 51• 
Through the crucible of suffering man is tested to see if he 
is a true child of the Pro mise, if indeed he is an authentic son 
of God. This we see in the case of Job, a just and innocent man 
who suffers. We see it in Christ, the One who Job is the type 
of. The Only-begotten Son of God, who is Innocence and Justice 
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itself, suffers in a way that encompasses, penetrates, and sanctifies 
all human suffering. In the Old Testament God manifests very 
clearly that Job's suffering, the suffering of an innocent man, was 
a trial which was allowed for the purpose of showing his 
righteousness before God. lt is in response to Satan's provocation 
that God sends forth one of his warriors to show that goodness 
yet lives in the order of creation (d. Job 1: 9_11)52. 
Through Christ, with Him, and in Him, each member of 
His Mystical Body lives the divine paradox of the redemptive 
sacrifice. Each human person can only be fully realized as a 
human person by becoming Christ, for whoever follows Christ the 
perfect man becomes himself more of a man 53 • The life and work 
of the follower of Jesus Christ can be neither salvific nor anointed 
if the suffering and darkness of the Cross (always oriented toward 
the light and glory of the Resurrection) is bracketed out or ig-
nored as mythical or inconsequential. If we are to be Christ, then 
we must be the real Christ--who effected the Redemption through 
the power of suffering and the Cross 54. Sto Paul understood this 
so well. For the Apostle to the Gentiles the Christian's life IS an 
exercise in faith and pain 55. 
i) Suffering and Spiritual Maturity 
The great saints and doctors of the Church who taught us 
about prayer and the spiritual life, filled with the Truth of God 
as they were, all in one way or another insisted on the necessity 
of passing through darkness tú come into light, the need tú suffer 
with Christ in order to reign with Christ, that power is only 
manifest in weakness in the oekonomia of God's plan of salvation, 
and the necessity to die in order to rise. The teaching of the saints 
is, of course, nothing other than the teaching of Christ and His 
Spirit working in His Church. This paradox is permeated with 
mystery, and mystery is one of the notes of the Truth which is 
essentially God himself. lt should be no great mystery, then, why 
we cannot understand every facet of these matters all at once with 
our obviously finite intelligence. The approach tú Truth is nothing 
less than an approach to God, and it can be undertaken successfully 
only by supplicants--never by commandants. 
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Man comes to know God in Christ J esus through suffering. 
The closer he draws to the pain of the Cross by experiencing it 
first hand through his own personal suffering, the more he is per-
mitted to know God. The Cross of Christ is not an abstraction; 
it is a living reality which every member of the Body of Christ 
must experience personally in order to be one with the one God-
with His Truth and His Holiness. There is a sacredness to suffer-
ing which is hard to explain. We feel it when we approach a 
hospital room where Christ is suffering and dying in one of His 
faithful ones. Likewise, through suffering man comes to know 
himself, perhaps for the first time. The reason is, as we have 
stated previously, that it is close to Jesus Christ that we have 
come. In suffering there is concealed a particular power that draws 
a person interiorly close to Christ... When the body is gravely ill, 
totally incapacitated, and the person is almost incapable 01 living and 
acting, all the more do interior maturity and spiritual greatness 
beco me evident, constituting a touching lesson to those who are 
healthy and normal 56. When we draw near in such intimacy to 
Truth himself, the Spirit of Truth is imparted. From the Cross 
the Lord radiates himself to those suffering with Him and in 
Him. The more one experiences the suffering of Christ in his 
own life, the more he is likely to learn of Love and Truth and 
then be formed by them into Christ. It is never an easy lesson; 
it remains always a tri al and a mystery, but it is the undeniable 
prerequisite of high sanctity, as is proven by the life of every 
saint whose heroicity of virtue the Church has ever formally pro-
claimed. 
The call of the Cross is a call for man to transcend 
himself57. U nless love is tested and proven by generous accep-
tance of the pain and suffering of life, then there is a chance that 
it is not authentic, but rather self-serving. El amor es la cruz, y 
la cruz es el amor (love is the cross, and the cross is love) is the ad-
monition that Sto Teresa of Jesus (Avila) gave her sisters over and 
over again. Sto J ohn of the Cross in saying En la tarde de la vida, 
te examinarán en el amor (In the twilight 01 lije we will be judged 
on love) was referring, as always, to that love which is tested in 
the crucible of suffering. Crucified love is authentic love. 
Saints John of the Cross and Teresa of Jesus, both doctors 
of the Church, taught the undeniable necessity of participation in 
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the sufferings of Christ if one would advance in the spiritual life. 
Pope John Paul II has studied the Carmelite doctors well, and his 
teaching on the Cross and the meaning and value of human suf-
fering reflect his formation in their mystical doctrine. 
We are created for union with the Trinity. This 1S the 
reason for human existence. All avenues and approaches to life 
which do not travel the road toward this union are vacuous in-
deed. This is where lack of fulfillment comes from in human 
lives. The unrealized person, the person with an identity crisis, the 
one who wanders lost in a cold and confused world can find 
himself only in finding God in Jesus Christ. As the Cross loomed 
ever more prominent in the life of Christ, after He had made His 
triumphal entry into Jerusalem, He spoke of the necessity of dy-
ing to bring forth fruit, and that wherever He was, there his ser-
vants must be: 1 solemnly assure you, unless the grain 01 wheat lalls 
to the earth and dies, it remains just a grain 01 wheat. But if it dies, 
it produces much fruit... If anyone would serve me, let him lollow 
me; where 1 am, there will my servant be Un 12: 24-26). 
The road leads to Calvary; it is to that hill 01 skulls that the 
servant must follow the Master, for there He reigns from a tree, 
and if the servant would reign with the Master he must be where 
the Master is. As Sto Paul teaches: You can depend on this: If we 
have died with him we shall also live with him; If we hold out to 
the end we shall also reign with him (2 Tm 2: 11-12). 
Union with the triune God, advancement in prayer, perfec-
tion, and holiness all go together--another strict unity. Just as 
Jesus himself had to suffer and thus enter into His glory (Lk 24: 
26), and likewise as we must die with Him in order to rise with 
Him (Rom 6: 3-5), so too must we bear the share of the Cross 
which God has willed for uso 
As we have stated, among the saints, one of those who best 
understood the necessity of suffering generously accepted in a 
human life is the doctor of prayer, Sto Teresa of Avila. One of 
Sto Teresa's favorite images for teaching the necessity of the Cross 
in human life in order for that person to advance in holiness is 
the following: If the soil is well cultivated with trials and persecu-
tions and criticisms and illnesses -Ior lew there are who amve at 
this state [union] without them- and if softened by living in great 
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detachment Irom selfinterest, the water soaks tn to such extent that 
it is almost never dry 58. 
For St. Teresa and for aH of the other true foHowers of 
Christ, carrying the cross is a gift that has the power to translorm 
us into adivine likeness and to effect our union with God 59. The 
Cross is the instrument whieh the Holy Spirit uses to sculpt 
Christ anew in the ehildren of God. In a sense, it was man's 
worst enemy whieh was mystieaHy transformed into his greatest 
good--suffering and death through the power of divine love 
beeame the vehicle whieh would eonvey all of the adopted 
ehildren into their Father's house. AH of this is only through, 
with, and in Jesus Christ, the only-begotten of the Father. 
3. THE GREAT GIFT OF REDEMPTIVE SUFFERING 
a) Christ Takes the Sting Out 01 SUffering and Death 
Through His suffering the Savior of the world took the 
sting out of suffering and death, as Sto Paul taught using the 
language of the Old T estament in his first letter to the Corin-
thians: Death is swallowed up in victory. O death, where is your vico 
tory? O death where is your sting? The sting 01 death is sin •.. (1 Cor 
15: 54-56). 
Suffering and death have always been the mueh feared areh 
enemies of the ehildren of Adam. Yet, now, beeause the Son of 
God who beeame the Son 01 Man has conquered sin, Satan, and 
death-evil-through the power of His Cross and Resurreetion, aH 
is ehanged. As John Paul expresses it: One can say that with the 
passion 01 Christ all human suffering has lound itself in a new situao 
tion. And it is as though Job had loreseen this when he said: «1 know 
that my Redeemer lives ... »{Job 19: 25), and as though he had directed 
towards it his own suffering, which without the Redemption could 
not have revealed to him the lullness 01 its meaning. In the cross 01 
Christ not only is the Redemption accomplished through suffering, 
but also «humansuffering itself has been redeemed.» 60. 
It is the power of the Pasehal mystery that has the potential 
to reseue eontemporary man from his self-built moral morass. 
Twentieth eentury man labors under the weight of a despondeney 
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hordering on despair. In a frantic effort to escape from reality he 
numhs himself with cheap pleasures: illicit sex, drugs, alcohol, the 
mad pursuit of the money that will huy all of the ahoye; each 
one of which increases his personal suffering and the cumulative 
weight of the suffering of his world. Man is afraid of love, that 
love which might cost him something of himself. He has grown 
so morally fraíl that he fears that he might disappear if he gave 
something more of himself for someone other than himself. Yet, 
the Truth reveals to man that if only he would take the step out 
of himself to give of himself to God, and then to his fellow man, 
he would find peace, God's own pea ce, which is beyond all 
understanding (d. Phil 4: 7). In loving he would no longer he 
haunted by the intimidating mob of fears that so paralizes modern 
man, convincing him to do evil and avoid good. If he would love 
with the love of Christ modern man would find that indeed 
perfect love casts out al! fear (d. 1 Jn 4: 18). 
b) The Love and Truth 01 the Cross Translonns Evil 
A rnystical transformation of human suffering takes place 
through the suffering of Christ. Christ, the perlect man 61 who 
from all eternity is God, through His suffering, took up into 
Himself all human suffering for all time, raising it to the level of 
the Redemption 62. The eternal Son of God, whose actions trans-
cend the bonds of time and space, touches and transforms all 
human pain, suffering, and death itself. As John Paul teaches, it 
is the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of divine love, who transforms suf-
fering into salvific love: Proceeding Irom the Father, he directs 
toward the Father the sacrifice 01 the Son, bringing it into the divine 
reality 01 the Trinitarian communion... In the depth 01 the mystery 
01 the Cross, love is at work, that love which brings man back again 
to share in the lije that is in God himself63. 
In a reality that is -lnalogous to the mystery of the Holy 
Sacrifice of the Mass, whenever a member of the entire Christ, a 
memher of the Mystical Body of Christ, suffers it is Christ suffer-
ing in him. We enter into the suffering and death of Christ in 
order to participate with Him in His Resurrection. Just as the 
Mass is not another sacrifice, hut the same sacrifice which we enter 
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into through the holy Mass, so too does the Christian enter into 
the passion, death, and Resurrection of Christ. The Paschal 
mystery is integral; there is only one Paschal mystery, and the in-
dividual Christian and Christ are one in suffering, dying, and ris-
ing again. Only through Him, with Him, and in Him is there any 
power in suffering and death; and only through Him, with Him, 
and in Him can we rise to our eternal destiny. For this reason 
we can say there is only one Cross. Logically we can make 
distinctions by saying we must carry our crosses, however, it is 
more expressive of the reality to say we must carry our share 01 
the one Cross 01 Christ. The Cross and the Truth have many 
facets, but the beautiful Jewel that they are simply reflects the one 
Light of Christ in the varied and beautiful colors of the 
transcendentally resplendent rainbow which is the Church and 
each of its many members. Again, the mystery of unity is seen 
in the uncounted millions who participate throughout the ages in 
the one-only Paschal mystery, propelled by the glory of the Cross 
to the glory of the heavenly kingdom. 
Jesus himself acts powerfully at the very heart of human suf-
fering, through his Spirit of Truth, transforming it through love 
to the power of the Redemption 64. The Lord reveals to His suf-
fering brother or sister the value of such a commerce of love. The 
experience of evil becomes the occasion of the most graced of 
moments, the soul drawing closer to He who, through the pain 
of the Cross, has drawn close to her. In this way Christ lovingly 
leads the suffering servant into the horizons 01 the Kingdom 01 
God: the horizons 01 a world converted to the Creator, 01 a world 
Iree from sin, a world being built on the saving power 0110ve 65• 
From the inside out, the suffering member of Christ's Body, the 
Church, experiences that purification which results in pure gold, 
formed in the crucible of pain (d. Jud 8: 27; Prv 17: 3, 27: 21; 
Sir 2: 5). The Spirit of Truth (d. Jn 14: 17, 15: 26, 16: 13) thus 
forms in the faithful He who is the Truth (d. Jn 14: 6) through 
the truth of the Cross. 
The Cross is the great work of Truth because truth is in-
dissolubly linked with humility for mano The word humility is 
derived from the Latin humus, which means earth, soil, or dirt. 
Humility acknowledges the truth of man's origin in the dust from 
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which Adam is made. This is an acknowledgment which is 
diametrically opposed to the pride which resulted in the disobe-
dience, the rapina, of the original sin, wherein man believed he 
could be like God (d. Gn 3: 4-5). The sacrifice of the Cross is the 
quintessential manifestation of humility issuing in obedience. It is 
the revelation of the humble obedience of the Son of God who, 
unlike the first Adam, did not deem equality with God something 
to be grasped at, rather, He assumed a human nature and accepted 
even death, death on a cross (d. Phil 2: 6-8). Humility is truth 66. 
God is Truth 67. Man who is created in the image of God should 
imitate God in the way proper to a creature, but in trying to be 
like God (d. Gn 3: 4-5) through the rapina, he lost God's grace. 
Humility is the rejection 01 appearances and 01 superficiality; it is the 
expression 01 the depth 01 the human spirit; it is a condition lor its 
greatness 68. 
As Sto Thomas teaches, the good of the intellect is truth; its 
evil is falsity. The perfect human intellect of the first man had no 
tendency whatever to admit its evil. Hence, as long as he per-
dured in preternatural innocence man could not be deceived. 
When Eve was deceived by the serpent, she must have already 
sinned through pride, and so lost the immunity to deception 69. 
The antithesis of humility -pride- resulted in the serious wound 
to man's ability to discern the truth; man can now be deceived, 
and the result of the deception proves deadly in that man's 
greatness -his ability to know and love God who is Truth- is 
wounded. The image within is now fractured; man sees a distorted 
image of Truth through the fractured glass of his wounded nature. 
This defect in his ability to embrace the very Object he is created 
for causes him pain in all of its manifold forms. 
Through the sacrifice of the Cross, He who is the Truth (d. 
Jn 14: 6) acts with absolute humility, hence, truth, through his 
perfect human nature. Being preceeds action. He who is Being 
itself, Truth itself, performs the perfect work of Truth and Life: 
the work of the Cross. As a result, the Spirit of Truth is enabled 
to be sent who will lead us into all the truth (d. Jn 16: 13)7°. 
The Cross is the epiphany of Truth, the victory of Truth, the 
epiphany and victory of the triune God who is the Truth in 
which all truth subsists 71. 
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c) Every Person Called to Share In the Cross 01 Christ 
Each individual human person, wherever and whenever he 
suffers, has the opportunity of participating in the redemptive 
mission of Christ, as the Holy Father teaches: The Redeemer sul 
fered in place 01 man and lor mano Every man has his own share 
in the Redemption. Each one is also called to share in that suffering 
through which the Redemption was accomplished. He is called to 
share in that suffering through which al! human suffering has also 
been redeemed. In bringing about the Redemption through suffering, 
Christ has also raised human suffering to the level 01 the Redemp-
tion. Thus each man, in his suffering, can also beco me a sharer in 
the redemptive suffering 01 Christ 72• 
Every person, without exception, is called upon, each in a 
unique, precious, and unrepeatable way to labor in the Lord's 
vineyard. Every person is called upon to evangelize and build up 
the Body of Christ, the Church. Those who are often looked 
. upon as the weakest and most useless are in truth the ones en-
dowed with the most power to labor and evangelize. God's 
strength is made perfect in weakness (d. 2 Cor 12: 9) and the 
mightiest warriors in the cosmic war between the forces of light 
and darkness will be proven to be those who had the greatest 
love, which means accepted most generously the greatest share in 
the fearsome weapon against evil-the Cross of Christ 73• As John 
Paul teaches, no one is exempt from fruit-bearing labor in the 
vineyard of the Lord, even the sick are called to play their part 
in the building up of the Kingdom of God. Their very situation 
is filled with grace 74. 
Sto Paul reflected constantly and deeply on this mystery of the 
individual Christian's participation in the Paschal mystery. Passages 
such as the following are representative of the Apostle to the Genti-
les' teaching on the subject: We are afflicted in every way possible, but 
we are not crushed; lul! 01 doubts, we never despair. We are persecuted 
but never abandoned; we are struck down but never destroyed. Conti-
nually we carry about in our bodies the dying 01 jesus, so that in our 
bodies the lije 01 jesus may also be revealed (2 Cor 4: 8-11). 
And now, brothers, 1 beg you through the merey 01 God to 01 
ler your bodies as a living sacrifice holy and acceptable to God, your 
spiritual worship (Rom 12: 1). 
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In Sto Paul's doctrine, as in aH Revelation, this suffering and 
death in Christ is always oriented toward Resurrection in Christ: 
As we have shared much in the suffering 01 Christ, so through Christ 
do we share abundantly in his consolation (2 Cor 1: 5). 
1 wish to know Christ and the power flowing from his resur-
rection; likewise to know how to share in his sufferings by being 
lormed into the pattero 01 his death. Thus do 1 hope that 1 may ar-
rive at resurrection from the dead (Phil 3: 10). 
In the end, in sharing in the suffering, death, and Resurrec-
tion of Christ we prove ourselves true children of our heavenly 
Father. We do this by imitating God (d. Eph 5: 1) in accordance 
with the mandate of the Holy Spirit spoken by the same Apostle 
to the Gentiles: Be imitators 01 God as his dear children. Follow the 
way 01 love, even as Christ loved you. He gave himself lor us an 
offering to God, a gift 01 pleasing Iragrance (Eph 5: 1-2). 
In imitating God it is essential that we be filled with His 
Spirit, manifesting that self-donating love which we see in the 
only-begotten Son of the Father crucified. It is necessary that we 
suffer and die in Christ for the salvation of our brothers and 
sisters in the world in order to rise again. 
d) Christ's Suffering Redeems and Sanctifies All Human Su! 
lering 
The eloquence 01 the Cross and death is completed by the eloquen-
ce 01 the resurrection, as the Holy Father expresses it 75• This is the 
heart of the true answer to the Why? of human suffering. Because 
it is God who suffers on the Cross there is a transcendent dimen-
sion to that suffering. It is not just any man who is suffering and 
dying in order to rise. It is the Only-begotten Son of the Father. 
We are involved with a theandric action here, and because of this 
all suffering is enabled to be redeemed and taken up into the 
transcendent suffering of the Son of God. AH of the suffering of 
man from the moment evil ente red Eden until time breathes forth 
its last moment, and the Lord will come again in glory, is taken 
up and transformed in the redemptive suffering of Christ 76. 
Thus, Christ's transcendent and all-encompassing suffering is 
open to every human suffering. Man, in his likeness to God, must 
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use his intellect and will to accept the gift made available to him. 
The door is open for man, every man, to enter with all of the 
pain and suffering of his life, and, then, his death, into the 
transcendent suffering and death of Christ, true God and true 
mano In Christ the Christian is taken up, as it were, into this 
triumphant reality of the Paschal mystery, Man is lifted up in 
Christ drawing ail men to Him (d. Jn 12: 32). 
This suffering, this one-only Cross, this grand work of 
Redemption, was completed by Christ and suffices to redeem an 
infinity of worlds, but it is God's eternal, ineffable and inscrutable 
will that the adopted children participate actively in this mystery. 
Thus, the suffering, the agonizing, the dying, and the rising con-
tinue in the Church in the individual members of Christ: the 
Priestly People oí God. As John Paul teaches, For, at the same 
time, this Redemption, even though it was completely achieved by 
Christ's suffering, lives on and in its own special way develops in the 
history of mano It lives and develops as the Body of Christ, the 
Church, and in this dimension every human suffering, by reason of 
the loving union with Christ, completes the suffering of Christ. It 
completes that su/Jering just as the Church completes the redemptive 
work of Christ. The mystery of the Church -that body which como 
pletes in itself also Christ's crucified and risen body- indicates at the 
same time the space or context in which human sufferings complete 
the sufferings of Christ 77. 
e) The Joy of Christian Suffering 
In his teaching the Holy Father touches upon what is one 
of the key passages in Sacred Scripture, which, when understood 
in the light of the Gospel of John (3: 16), gives us the glorious 
answer to mankind's plaintive Why?: Even now 1 find my joy in 
the suffering 1 endure for you. In my own flesh 1 fiil up what is 
lacking in the sufferings of Christ for the sake of his body, the 
Church (Col 1: 24). 
It is precisely here that all of the pain and suffering of a 
universe takes on real meaning. It is in Christ that our human suf-
fering is given intelligibility. In Incarnate Wisdom we find the 
answer. We are one with Him by being part of His Mystical 
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Body, the Church. There is nothing at aH lacking in Christ's 
redemptive work; there couldn't possibly be. What could adivine 
Person lack, either in His being or in His work? Nothing at aH. 
The great treasure, the pearl of great price (d. Mt 13: 46), ' which 
we find is that precisely because of this, as it were, Jesus stopped 
time and space and gave each one of us the time and the space 
to be taken up into the Paschal mystery. He didn't want to leave 
us behind. He didn't want to leave us out of so great a work. If 
we are the children of God, then we would have the incalculable 
blessing of sharing in the work of the Only-begotten of the Father. 
And this sharing is not purely passive; it requires the active use 
of the intellect and will, illumined and empowered by God's grace. 
Each one of us would receive the gift of being a savior in the one 
Savior. We are not in any way at odds with Him or His work; 
we are part of both Him and His mission of Redemption. 
f) The Redemptive Suffering of Christ Is Completed tn the 
Church 
It is in the Church, and only in the Church, that the 
redemptive suffering of Christ is completed, as John Paul teaches, 
It is precisely the Church, which ceaselessly draws on the infinite 
resources of the Redemption, introducing it into the lije of humanity, 
which is the dimension in which the redemptive suffering of Christ 
can be constantly completed by the suffering of mano This also 
highlights the divine and human nature of the Church. Suffering 
seems in sorne way to share in the characteristics of this nature. And 
for this reason suffering also has a special value in the eyes of the 
Church. «It is something good,» before which the Church bows down 
in reverence with al! the depth of her Jaith in the Redemption. She 
likewise bows down with al! the depth of Jaith with which she em-
braces within herself the inexpressible mystery of the Body of 
Christ 78 • 
It is here that we find the unfathomable and inestimable 
riches which are the inheritance of every single member ' of the 
Church. We share everything with our Savior and Brother, Jesus 
Christ. His redemptive mission is so monumental, so glorious, 
that He could ñot but wish to share the glory with each of His 
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Father's adopted children. His very nature would not allow Him 
to keep aH of the victory for Himself. He deserves aH of the vic-
tory; He won the victory himself; only He could do it-only He 
who is God and the perfect Man. Yet, reflecting the Father's 
generosity, He leh the great work of Redemption open to all 
who would accept their proper share of it, which He offers 
through grace. This means that the integrity of the package must 
be accepted, not part of it. Indeed, we can depend on this: If we 
have died with him we shall also live with him; If we hold out to 
the end we shall also reign with him (2 Tm 2: 11-12). The Cross 
and the glory cannot be separated. Indeed, the Cross is glory in 
itself, and those who would be taken up in the glory must walk 
the way of the Cross. 
g) Yo Share Christ's Suffering Is Yo Share His Love 
It is not a coincidence that one who studies carefully the 
lives of the saints wiH find a great love of suffering manifested in 
every case. The saints had great eyes for Truth; they were in 
touch with reality far more than the vast majority of men; they 
knew that the Cross 01 our Lord Jesus Christ is our only boast (d. 
Gal 6: 14-15).' The saints are much more healthy in mind and 
spirit than other meno They know what is dust and what is the 
pearl 01 great price (d. Mt 13: 46), and they call each by its proper 
name, not being confused nor seduced by the world's alluring 
rhetoric. The saints gladly sold everything to purchase the Cross in 
their lives: persecutions, misunderstandings, physical suffering, 
darkness and aridity of spirit are aH the lot of the saints in light. 
Those who have eyes and ears for Truth know that we must 
undergo many trials if we are to enter the reign 01 God (Acts 14: 
22). Not only that, the saints even boast of their afflictions, pro-
claiming that, we know that affliction makes lor endurance, and en· 
durance lor tested virtue, and tested virtue lor hopeo And this hope 
will not leave us disappointed, because the love 01 God has been 
poured out in our hearts through the Holy Spirit who has been given 
to us (Rom 5: 3-5). 
Each person who shares in the Paschal mystery through 
sharing ' in the suffering of Christ in his own personal suffering 
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takes Up one of the two great weapons we use in the cosmic bat-
de of the kingdoms. The Children of Light must use the two-
edged sword of Truth and redemptive suffering to wage war 
against the one who first brought pain, suffering and death into 
creation -the Evil One- the author of aH evil. The Cross and 
Truth are inseparable aHies, the two edges of the same sword, 
which from aH eternity the inscrutable mind of God has willed 
to use to strike down the lie which brought disorder, suffering 
and death to the universe. How great the cause of our joy in con-
sidering that each member of the Church shares in this glorious 
batde for our Father's Kingdom. To be a member of Christ is no 
mere turn of phrase. It is at once a realization which startles us, 
thrills us, exalts us, and terrifies us, · for included in the reality is 
aH of the darkness and desolation of the Garden of Gethsemane 
and the Hill of SkuHs. The glory and light-fiHed sunrise of Easter 
morn can simply not be experienced in the triumphant and eter-
nal way God wills unless all of the pain and darkness of Good 
Friday are first endured through Him, with Him, and in Him. 
Each human person in the infinitely magnanimous design of 
God is called to the highest level of holiness and perfection 79. 
Indeed, it was not an invitation nor request which the divine 
Master levelled when He said you must be perfect as your heavenly 
Father is perfect (Mt 5: 48). It has all of the resonance and power 
of adivine mandate. In achieving that holiness of life it is ab- ~ 
solutely essential that we must in our own flesh fill up what is 
lacking in the sufferings of Christ for the sake of his body, the 
Church, and not only that, we must do it with joy, proclaiming 
with Sto Paul: Even now I find my joy in the suffering I endure for 
you (d. Col 1: 24). This is the joy of aH joys: to be one with 
Christ the Lord, the Only-begotten of the Father, and through 
Him and in Him to be brought into union with the Father and 
the Holy Spirit. Here we find the realization of all human poten-
tial, the meaning of life, and the answer to the primordial Why? 
of human suffering. For, whoever suffers in union with Christ -just 
as the Apostle Paul bears his «tribulations» in union with Christ-
not only receives from Christ that strength already referred to but 
also «completes» by his suffering «what is lacking in Christ's afflic-
tions.» This evangelical outlook especially highlights the truth concern-
ing the creative character of suffering. The sufferings of Christ created 
the good 01 the world's Redemption .... Insofar as man becomes a 
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sharer in Christ's sufferings -in any part of the world and at any 
time in history- to that extent he in his own way completes the suf 
fering through which Christ accomplished the Redemption of the 
world 80• 
What a message of hope for the world, for each and every 
human person made in the image and likeness of God and 
redeemed by the blood of the Lamb. In an age when the tempta-
tion to deny, diminish, or destroy human dignity is so widespread 
and so violent, this is a message which contains the answer to all 
of suffering mankind' s pained and perplexed questions. We are 
each called to be holy, called to be one in Christ, animated by 
the one Spirit of Life and Love, thus rescuing the poor suffering 
children of God. This is what it means to be fully human! In-
deed, we find out that whoever follows Christ the perfect man 
becomes himself more of aman 81. We learn that the Cross of 
Christ is indeed the crossroads where all roads and all truths con-
verge, for there we come face to face with Truth Himself. He 
reveals the truth of the Father's merciful love to us, and, in so 
doing, our own inestimable dignity as human persons-children 
and heirs of our Father's kingdom. We find out in this dark light 
of the Cross that to be placed on the Cross through Christ, with 
Christ, and in Christ is to be placed at the pinnacle of human 
possibilities. 
h) The Cross and the Cosmic Battle 
It is no wonder that Sto Paul speaks of the joy of suffering 
(d. Col 1: 24). What a truly amazing revelation that suffering and 
death are no longer the worst and most terrifying things in a 
human life; but that in Christ they are transformed into weapons 
of light and love to strike down evil and bring forth life, allowing 
the Christian to perform an irreplaceable service, clearing the way 
for the grace that transforms souls, this suffering constituting a special 
support for the powers of good in the cosmic battle against evil, the 
Church seeing in all of the suffering brothers and sisters of Christ a 
multiple subject of His supernatural power, as J ohn Paul teaches 82. 
Thus, all of the sons and daughters of the heavenly Father 
are caught up in the mystery and the power of the Paschal 
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mystery in Jesus Christ. Each one is called in Christ to carry out 
the will of the Father, who willed that not one 01 these little ones 
should perish (d. Mt 18: 14). And in carrying out the will of the 
Father each of His children must keep words such as those of Sto 
Cyril of Jerusalem in mind: The Catholic Church glories in every 
deed 01 Christ. Her supreme glory, however, is the Cross. Well aware 
01 this, Paul says: «God lorbid that 1 glory in anything but the cross 
01 our Lord Jesus Christ!» 
... For us, however, the Cross is the crown 01 victory! It has 
brought light to those blinded by ignorance. It has released those 
enslaved by sin. Indeed, it has redeemed the whole 01 mankind! 
Do not, then, be ashamed of the Cross of Christ; rather, 
glory in it. 
He was not killed by violence, he was not forced to give up 
his life. He was a willing sacrifice. 
Will you reluse to be crucified lor him, who lor your sake was 
nailed to the Cross?83 
i) The Cross: New Tree 01 the Knowledge 01 Good and Evil 
The knowledge of good and evil, and the answers to the 
questions that have always perplexed man cannot be taken for-
cibly by the arrogant; these things are reserved for the poor and 
the humble. We find that in the dark light of the Cross we find 
the Light 01 the world himself. The Cross is the new tree 01 the 
knowledge 01 good and evil whereon the New Adam, through 
humble obedience unto death, won light and life for the children 
of Adam, who, through arrogant disobedience, brought darkness 
and death upon himself and all of creation. Those who want light 
must brave the darkness, and those who seek glory must seek first 
the glorious Cross, which makes them one with Christ and co-
heirs of the glory of God. God willingly gives to eat of this new 
tree of the knowledge of good and evil, sharing His inscrutable 
wisdom with His creatures. 
Oneof the Church's great heroes, a saint proclaimed a doc-
tor of the Church, knew much about darkness and the light that 
it can give birth too Sto J ohn of the Cross, whose name tells us 
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something of his life, expresses it thus, would that men might come 
at last to see that it is quite impossible to reach the thicket 01 the 
riches and wisdom 01 Cod except by first entering the thicket 01 
much suffering, in such a way that the soul finds there its consolation 
and desire. The soul that longs lor divine wisdom chooses first, and 
in truth, to enter the thicket 01 the cross ... 
The gate that gives entry imo these riches of his wisdom is 
the Cross; because it is a narrow gate, while many seek the joys 
that can be gained through it, it is given to few to desire to pass 
through it 84. 
N ow every dark cloud that will ever ominously appear on 
the horizon of man's sojourn in this land of exile takes on new 
meaning in the light of the Cross. The darkness that seemed fatal 
proves to be in reality the very light which gives life to meno The 
light shines on in darkness, a darkness that did not overcome it a n 
1: 5). 
CONCLUSION 
Pope John Paul II imparts to us the true meaning of the 
Cross of Christ. In the light of the Cross we are enabled to begin 
to see the true face of God-a Father who is merciful love. Only 
in Christ can man come to know divinity and humanity; only in 
Christ can man discern from where he has come and to where 
he is bound 85. 
Man's suffering remains an enigma without the light of 
Christ, the God who is love. The love which man finds revealed 
to him by the Cross of Christ gives meaning to the most · difficult 
things in his life. Without this love man remains a being that is 
incomprehensible to himself, his lifo is senseless, if love is not revealed 
to him, if he does not encounter love, if he does not experience it 
and make it his own, if he does not participa te intimately in it 86• 
The Cross of Christ concerns all of the three Persons of the 
Blessed Trinity. The Father's love is seen displayed in the Person 
of the Son crucified. The Holy Spirit, personified Love, 
transforms this suffering through love imo redemptive power, 
thus reconciling all of creation through, with and in Christ with 
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the Father once again. As the Holy Father teaches, the Spirit 
draws a new measure 01 the gift made to man and to creation from 
the beginning. In the depth 01 the mystery 01 the Cross, love is at 
work, that love which brings man back again to share in the lije 
that is in God himself.... we can say: He consumes the sacrifice with 
the jire 01 love which unites the Son with the Father in the 
trinitarian communion. Thus, the Spirit 01 Love works in the depths 
01 the Paschal Mystery, as the source 01 the salvific power 01 the Cross 
01 Christ, and as the gift 01 new and eternal lije 87. 
Every human person has cause to rejoice in the Cross of 
Christ. It is the reason that Sto Paul speaks of the joy of suffer-
ing (d. Col 1: 24). The consoling revelation for each man is that 
his suffering is not the worst and most useless thing in his life, 
but, rather, that through the transforming power of love it is 
the highest, most noble, and powerful thing in his earthly ex-
istence. It is what conforms him most to Christ, the crucified 
and risen one. One must walk through the apparent darkness 
of the Cross to enter the glorious light of the Resurrection. Man 
has reason to rejoice in his share in the Cross, for as John Paul 
teaches us, in the work 01 Redemption he [manJ is serr)ing, like 
Christ, the salvation 01 his brothers and sisters. Therelore, he is carry-
ing out an irreplaceable service. In the Body 01 Christ, which is 
ceaselessly born 01 the Cross 01 the Redeemer, it is precisely this su./Jer-
ing permeated by the spirit 01 Christ's sacrifice that is the ir-
replaceable mediator and author 01 the good things which are in-
dispensible lor the world's salvation. It is su./Jering, more than 
anything else, which clears the way lor the grace which translorms 
human souls. Suffering, more than anything else, makes present in 
the history 01 humanity the powers 01 the Redemption. In that 
«cosmio. struggle between the spiritual powers 01 good and evil, 
spoken 01 in the letter to the Ephesians (e! Eph 6: 12), human suffer-
ings, united to the redemptive suffering 01 Christ, constitute a speeial 
support lor the powers 01 gooc4 and open the way to the victory 01 
these salvific powers 88_ 
Man, in his suffering, finds new hope and meaning for life. 
In Christ he is victorious, and victorious through the very suffer-
ing that seems to defeat him. Man, with Christ, is thus lifted up, 
and it is from this height that he is -through, with and in 
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Christ- enabled to draw aH things to God himself (d. Jn 3: 14, 
12: 32, 34). The joy of man is thus that he is performing the 
most valuable task imaginable: he is contributing to God's eterna! 
design that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have eter-
nal lifo Un 3: 16). 
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